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1 The Seine Avenue concept 

Experience the intimate Seine

2 The boat 

Murano: a unique motorboat 

3 The pier 

Invitation to the Voyage

4 Seine Avenue 

A new perception of Paris
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The Seine Avenue concept

Welcome aboard for an exclusive private cruise to enjoy the best of Paris, just
for you, in a voluptous atmosphere.

Live an exceptional experience in Paris, alone on the Seine, away from the crowd,

aboard the MURANO, an elegant motorcraft built exclusively from varnished maho-

gany and chromed finish.

This authentic venitian «motoscafo» was created in Venice by master craftsmen, in

the spirit of the Rivas and ChrisCrafts of the 30s.

MURANO will be your island, your nook of peace in the midst of the big city's tumult,

the ideal cocoon to live an unique and unforgettable moment.

Seine Avenue offers an hour and a half long cruise for up to 6 people.

Departing from the Seine Avenue pier or the pier of your choice elsewhere in Paris.

On board, a soft drinks minibar is available, and a bottle of champagne is included.



The boat

A beautiful boat beautifies the landscape through which it passes and

becomes part. On board, you are on the scene, in the heart of the

decor.

The American Chris Craft from the 30’s to 50’s, the Italian Riva, and

of course the Venetian motoscafi represent to us the epitome of 

refinement and quality in terms of motorboats manufacturing. These

are beautiful, high class boats, urban, and sensual.

Murano is an antique 30 feet venitian Motoscafo. She is exclusively

crafted from mahogany and steel.

She was built with passion and talent by venitian master craftsmen on

the island of Murano.

She belonged to a great family of master glassworkers installed  on

this island.

You climb aboard via the fore cockpit where you may stay with the

pilot. The center cabin, which can be closed, includes two long seats

and gives access to the rear cockpit, which is both open and intimate.



The Pier

Designed and built to offer a comfortable boarding to Murano’s pas-

sengers, the Seine Avenue Pier is docked at the Port des Saints-

Peres, below the Quai Malaquais, Paris 6, in front of the Louvre 

(left bank between the Pont des Arts and the Pont du Carrousel)

This is the perfect pier for your cruise, but also an original place to

relax or a perfect logistics base for shooting or filming.
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Seine Avenue takes you to the very heart of Paris.
u

If the Seine is grey and the sky is low, the desire is to melancholic stroll along the banks,

in a black and white Paris, that of Marville or Doisneau, 1910 flood  and memories from a

lost past.

But as the sun breaks through the clouds, the wind carries them in a maritime momentum

and the Seine turns blue, coastal ...

More than a river, the Seine is a noble artery where the blue blood of Paris flows, where

his heart beats to the rhythm of the seasons and barges.

The Seine in Paris is a world with its colors, its passersby, its workers, its codes, its police

and its mysteries.

Seine Avenue allows you to perceive all its subtleties.
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